




About Myself

 I would like to begin this report

 by telling you a bit about myself.

 I am a member of ACUM as well

 as a composer and arranger.

I studied business administra-

 tion and management and have

a bachelor's degree in compo-

 sition and conducting from the

 Tel Aviv University. My musical

career began in 1972 as a com-

 poser and singer in the military

 Southern Command Band. In the

 seventies I worked as a musical

 producer and arranger for the

 CBS record company. During that

 period I also composed music for

 the cinema and pop industry. In

 the early nineties I added TV work

 to my repertoire, particularly for

 musical shows. In the later years

 of that decade I served as the

 chairman of the board for ACUM

 and in 2001 was appointed as

the CEO. I am still holding this po-

sition today.

 CEO'S
Foreword

 

Creed

 I feel ACUM's foremost duty is to

collect as much royalties as pos-

sible for right holders, and dis-

 tribute them in the most precise

 manner as quickly as possible. Its

 second duty is to encourage local

creative work by supporting var-

 ious programs, assisting authors

 and providing a platform to those

who need it, and to promote

 legitimate marketing channels. 

 Since being appointed as the

 organization's CEO, the belief

 "The belief
 that open
 communication is of
 utmost importance
 and the wish to
 provide authors
 with a true home
 have been my
guiding principles"
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 that open communication is of

 the utmost importance and the

 wish to provide authors with a

true home have been my guid-

 ing principles. In recent years,

 backed by a strong active board

of directors, we cultivated trans-

parency and an excellent rela-

 tionship with our members. 2010

 bustled with activity but also saw

 us coping with legal difficulties. A

 historical court ruling was issued

 in connection to our activity with

the Icompany.

 

 All products being presented in

 this report are the result of the

 hard work and infinite dedication

 of the organization's employees,

  executives and board.

"The belief that open communi-

 cation is of utmost importance

 and the wish to provide authors

 with a true home have been my

guiding principles"



 ACUM's board of directors has been serving for

 the last two years and consists of the following

 position holders:

Chairman: Avihu Medina

 Board members: Talma Elyagon Rose, Margalit

 Matetyahu, Oved Efrat, Yosi Mar Haim, Haim Keinan

 and Ronald Cole. In July 2010 Revital Pur was elected

as external director.

 

The board's activities in 2010:

 • Restricting the maximum rate of expenses  

 to be deducted from the members' royalties so as

 not to exceed 22% (mechanical rights 15%, cellular

and Internet 20%, broadcasting and public perfor-

 mances 22%).

 • The decision that the ACUM building on Rothschild

Avenue would not be sold but would become a yield-

ing asset with the purpose of funding welfare activi-

 ties that would benefit ACUM's members. The Board

made that decision based on the advice of real es-

 tate experts.

• Accepting the offer of the Welfare Fund Admin-

The Board and its Activities
 istration to provide health insurance to all Welfare

 Fund members, and inviting all ACUM members and

 their families to join the Welfare Fund and utilize the

 proposed health insurance.

 • Establishing a mechanism for distributing elderly

 royalties to ACUM senior members who are over 60.

 The mechanism is based on a fair distribution model

 which takes the members' income as well as social

 components into account, and has been approved

 by Israel's Antitrust Authority.

 •  Establishing the Fund for Advancing and promoting

 Israeli Authors and their Works  – the Board drafted

articles of association for this fund with the assis-

 tance of ACUM's legal advisors.

•  The Board decided to reduce the deduction for So-

 cial and Cultural Fund from 10% to 3.5% deducted

 only from broadcasting and public performance

 royalties.
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In the photographs above ( from left to right ): Ron-
ald Cole, Margalit Matetyahu, Yosi Mar Haim (photo-
 graphed by Eldad Master), the chairman of ACUM's
 board Avihu Medina, Talma Elyagon, Oved Efrat.



•  At the request of the representatives of the writers and clas-

 sical music sectors, the Board decided to separate the ACUM

 Award ceremony into two individual ceremonies: "literature

 and classical music" and "popular music".

 •  The Board decided to reduce its meetings from four to two

 monthly meetings.

 • According to the ACUM articles of association, Ms. Revital Pur

 was appointed as an external director of the ACUM Board. Ms.

Pur is a lawyer and accountant as well as an academic coor-

 dinator and lecturer in company director training courses. Ms.

 Pur has been authorized by the Revivi Committee to serve as

 a director of government owned corporations. She has served

 as a professional advisor to ACUM's board for a six month trial

 period after which the board decided to recommend to the

 general assembly to appoint her as a regular board member.
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 In the photographs above: the new ACUM members (from left to right, top to bottom): Uri Zadok (photograph by Kadan

 Ozlabo), Avihu Shabat, Aya Zehavi (photograph by Pavel Bolo), May Feingold (photograph by Sivan Kopitovsky), Koby Perez

  (photograph by Shlomi Mizrahi Perez), Harel Skaat (photograph by Ehud Romano).

 New members of ACUM are approved by the ACUM

 Board 4 times annually. In 2010 ACUM accepted into

 its ranks 390 authors and 5 publishers. The total

 amount of ACUM members as of the end of 2010:

   7022 members out of which 87 are publishers.

 In 2009 ACUM accepted into its ranks 410 authors

and 7 publishers. The total amount of ACUM mem-

 bers as of the end of 2009: 6627 members out of

 which 82 were publishers.

Membership

Authors Publishers
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 ACUM'S
 Organizational
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Employees
2008-84 employees •   2009- 90 employees •  2010-90 employees
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 Naturally, what an author wants most of all is for his

 work to become well known and recognized by his

 audience. There is nothing like the excitement of a

 song being broadcast on the radio for the first time

or a first publication in the literary addendum. How-

 ever, an author's basic right is to be paid for the use

of his work by others. We ensure the author is get-

 ting properly paid for the use of his work, and that

 they are not used without a license. Technological

 advancement breaks boundaries and limitations and

 allows artistic works to become known faster by a

 wider audience. Today more than ever, we in ACUM

 view copyrights as one of the most important assets

in an era where an abundance of channels are look-

ing for content. Therefore we are involved in a con-

 stant battle for advancing the author's status and

the work's value.

 

Watching Your Back

At ACUM we know the author's success is our suc-

cess; this is why we employ at their service legal ex-

 perts in the field of music who are familiar with the

 industry and the many obstacles that can stand in

 an author's way. ACUM members can obtain legal

 advice concerning copyrights from ACUM's regular

 legal advisors – free of charge. Legal advice can be

 obtained before signing an important contract or

 when in need of legal answers. Additionally, when a

 dispute arises between ACUM members concerning

 a work, it can be heard by an arbitrator (a retired

 judge) or an arbitration committee. The legal advice

 is free of charge.

 The Author's Eyes and Ears – Any Time, Anywhere

Why be an ACUM Member?
ACUM is the association that collects the largest ex-

 tent of royalties in Israel. We follow and document

the uses and collect royalties from some 180 broad-

 casting channels in Israel, and protect copyrights in

 every business that plays music. Our continuous

communication with CD manufacturers and the me-

dia allows us to closely keep track of CD manufac-

turing and sales. The same applies to cellular plat-

 forms, performances and the Internet. We increase

 our enforcement capabilities every year and improve

our reporting ability. ACUM also covers the use of lo-

 cal works overseas, through a protective umbrella of

 120 reciprocal agreements with sister associations

  around the world.

Lifetime Membership... and Beyond

 An ACUM membership lasts a lifetime, but we don't

 stop there. A person's creative legacy continues to

 reverberate long after the pen is laid aside. With

ACUM, copyrights are maintained even 70 years af-

 ter death, and all income is forwarded to the author's

 heirs.

A Safe Deposit Box of Works

An ACUM member can keep his works in our virtu-

 al safe deposit box and be protected from artistic

theft. Immediately after the work has been com-

 pleted, even before it is made public, all one has to

 do is upload it onto our Internet data base via the

 member's user account. This service is provided to

 ACUM members free of charge.
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 Registering Works in the ACUM Databases
 The reasons for the significant

 increase are the ever increasing

uses, and in addition – the revi-

 talization of old contents, the use

 of which would gradually reduce

 as the work became older.

 The information is collected from

 many diverse sources such as

 radio and TV broadcasts, live

 performances, cellular company

 reports, websites, Online author's

 declaration, CIS NET information

 global  database and information

  originated by sister societies.

 A significant part of the increase

 in the registration of works this

 year is due to cellular companies

reports together with the collab-

 oration between the new media

 and documentation departments

has led to streamlining the pro-

 cess of  works registration in our

 database.

Foreign works

Domestic Works

 In the photo: Rona Keinan Singer/Songwriter 
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 In 2009 there were 188,428
 domestic works and 541,213
 Foreign works on our
Database.
 This year there are 202,257
 domestic and 589,862
 Foreign works.
 Registering almost 14,000
 domestic and 50,0000 foreign
 works this year reflects the
 change in music consumption
 habits and technological
advancements.



The ACUM Awards Program

 Every year ACUM holds an award ceremony where money prizes and national recognition are awarded to

 members for their activity that year. In addition, prestigious prizes are given out for lifetime achievements to

 those who had contributed tremendously to Israeli culture in the fields of music and literature. The awards

program was launched in 1958 as a small scholarship contest for works submitted anonymously, and has con-

 tinued ever since, for 54 years now. Through the years it has become the most prestigious awards program in

Israel, and this year 24 prizes were given, totaling 373,000 NIS.

 

    Advertising International and Local Competitions

 ACUM collects information about competitions in Israel and overseas and advertises them on its website, social

networks and member newsletters for its members' benefit.

 

Author's House

 In recent years, as an initiative of its CEO Yorik Ben David, ACUM operates under the title “The Author's House”

 a variety of activities that assist in fulfilling its purpose and presence as a leading factor in advancing local

 works. Subsidized workshops, master-classes and numerous other activities make ACUM's Author's House a

unique meeting place which serves as an empowering house for local authors.

The Stage at the “Author's House”

 Nowadays, producing a performance and bringing in audience isn't always easy. In order to assist the authors

 and connect them to their audiences, the Author's House is literally building a stage in order to provide authors

with the foundation to carry out this task. And this includes a performance hall, lighting, sound, public rela-

 tions and marketing. The purpose is to allow the audience and artist to be part of unique performances that

 are not standardly available, and through such a performance the author can achieve uncompromising artistic

   expression.

 In 2010 the Author's House has been traveling around Israel, but now it is looking for a permanent location that

would serve as a stage for the activities of ACUM's authors.

 

 Training Workshops for Authors on Self Marketing, Art and Economics

 ACUM holds professional workshops for its members every year. These workshops cover such topics as art,

 self marketing via the Internet, business administration, copyrights, etc. In 2010 two workshops were held: on

  writing and on Internet marketing

What did We Do for Authors this Year?
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 1.Writing workshop: a practical workshop for writers and composers

 with the purpose of teaching writing and composing skills and providing

 guidance and advice. The workshop was led by Ari Gorali – singer, author,

 pianist and arranger, a graduate of the "Rimon School of Music" and

 currently a lecturer and academic advisor for the same institution. Ari

 has produced two solo albums: “Little Kisses” and “Apartment Weight”

 out of which the song “Honey” has become a favorite of Israel's radio

 stations and was chosen as Song of the Year on the Hebrew "Galgalatz"

 radio station's song list. Ari takes part in many musical projects as both

 a creator and performer. At the end of the workshop, its participants

 held a performance in Jaffa where they presented the songs they had

written and composed. This is the first writing workshop of its kind or-

ganized by ACUM and will be followed by others.

 2.Internet marketing workshop: focuses on the author's specific

needs. Practical tools were provided for self marketing and Internet ad-

vertising such as u1511 management, presence in social networks, mar-

  keting through e-commerce, search engine optimization, etc.

  Royalties for Senior Authors

 In 2005 ACUM ceased distributing general royalties to retired ACUM

members, as this was the year when ACUM was declared to be a mo-

nopoly

and the terms of the Antitrust Authority were applied to it. According

 to these terms, royalty distribution will only be done based on actual

use of the works. The current board together with the organization's

 management decided to act and took action to advance and resolve

 the issue. In 2010 ACUM's management continued its ongoing dialog

 with the antitrust officials concerning the royalties for senior Authors,

 and began a process of constructing a model for distributing the senior

 Authors royalties with actuary assistance. This means Authors who are

 over 60 years old would be entitled to seniority royalties based on their

income from royalties throughout  their membership years in ACUM.

New Member Meetings

Once annually ACUM invites its new members to meet the ACUM fam-

 ily, the professional staff and the CEO Yorik Ben David. A guest author



 who is active and experienced in the Israeli music industry is invited to

 this event every year in order to assist the new members, answer their

 questions and of course perform. This relatively new tradition began

 only three years ago. The last meeting was held in July 2010 with the

guest artist Carolina. Carolina is one of the most fascinating soul sing-

 ers and authors in Israel and has won the ACUM pop music composer

 award for her album “Funset Live Ragga Pumpkin”. Responses from

participants in these meetings are very warm: “getting the informa-

 tion face to face gapped the seeming distance between ACUM and the

 authors”, “It was excellent and very enlightening – continue with your

 great job”.

 Attendees watch presentations about the organization, go through a

 virtual tour of ACUM and listen to briefings about the entire royalty

 distribution process: reporting new artistic works, documenting uses

 and paying out royalties. The various department heads also attend to

answer the members' questions and meet them personally.

 

 Online Declarations
 5,106 works were reported to ACUM via its website in 2010 compared

 to 4,522 in 2009. This is approximately a 13% increase. On the 10th

 of every month an email notice is sent to the authors regarding new

works that were in use but had not been reported to ACUM. The pur-

 pose is to increase the Author's exposure to the reporting system and

 encourage them to create a detailed online report on every new work

 being created by them.

2009 2010
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 photograph by Carolina.Photographed: Ron Shoshany
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Transparency
Launching the Organizational Newsletter

 In August of 2010 we sent out our first electronic newsletter to our members. This newsletter covers all topics

 that are relevant to authors such as ACUM events, workshops, important court rulings, agreements that were

signed, important news from around the world, updates from sister societies and lists of newly joined mem-

 bers. It is sent by e-mail every quarter to all ACUM members and to our expanding mailing list.

Our New Website

 In 2010 we designed a new ACUM website that should be launched in February 2011. We have planned and

characterized it and prepared the materials for uploading. The website will contain a large amount of informa-

 tion, statistics on the various music uses, and information about licenses and diverse articles. Additionally, we

 extended the options for looking for works, authors, albums and versions. We will also change the member

 homepage to contain relevant information from the very start. Like the existing website, creators will be able

 to log onto their account with a user name and password and obtain information about their royalties.

 What Has Been Done in Order to Reduce
 ACUM's Administration fees
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This year our income increased although the expens-

 es remained the same. This was made possible by

 streamlining the organization's work in the following

ways:

201020092007

Expenses in function of Royalties Collection

20082010 2009

 

 • Workshops and training for employees to

maximize professionalism and service

 • External counseling to improve collection

processes

 • Utilizing and monitoring organizational learning

processes

•  Rate changes

 • Constantly working to increase our market share in

the various areas

 • Improving our computer systems
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 We Increased Our Income by 12 Percent
Since 2009

Total
 amount 

Print
 reproductions

New media Mechanical *SyncBroadcasting Overseas
royalties

 Films Public
performances

 Total
 amount

 In photo: Gali Atari Singer/Songwriter, Avi Yifrach

 The most significant increase this year was in new media: a 24% increase in income. It is the result of changing

 our economic models for websites and signing agreements using the new models. Additionally, agreements

 were renewed in cellular media, listening to music by paying a regular membership fee and 3rd generation

 services – mainly distributing TV broadcasts through the cellular media.

 * According to Israeli law, sync is included in broadcasting licenses 
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 An increase can also be seen in the following

areas:

 1.Public performances an increase of about  

 8% in 2010's income compared to 2009. The “music

 in business” department is responsible for collecting

 and distributing royalties from business customers.

 Despite the law requiring a license, the department's

 employees still have to make a great effort in order

to obtain the various business owners' collabora-

tion. They are responsible for locating new custom-

 ers, performances, family events, preserving existing

 customers, enforcement and distributing

collected royalties.

 2.Family events an 12% percent increase since

 2009. Until 2003 ACUM collected an annual fee from

 such event venues regardless of the actual number

 of events. In 2003 the collection model changed, and

 today the payment is 180 NIS + VAT for every family

event. In order to maintain this model for the ben-

 efit of all parties concerned, the “music in business”

 department staff maintains constant communication

 with venue managers. Additionally, field agents are

 also in continuous communication with these venue

   managers and visit them regularly.

 3. Broadcasting corporations an increase  

 of about 12% in income in 2010 compared to 2009.

 Most Israeli broadcasting corporations have signed

agreements with ACUM and pay royalties on an on-

going basis. In 2010, after long negotiations, agree-

ments were signed with additional broadcasting or-

 ganizations such as Channel 2 News and the Israeli

channel in the US (IVP).

  

 4. Licensing records and video (mec cal):  

 income was reduced by about 1% in 2010 compared

to 2009. The reduced income from the mechani-

cal source can be seen in the global music indus-

 try mainly because music can be downloaded from

 the Internet. Therefore it is important to mention

the great effort being made to minimize the signifi-

 cant reduction in income from this source. In 2010

inspections were held in the various Israeli manu-

facturing facilities in order to locate any manufac-

 turing of records that have not been approved thus

 avoiding royalty payments to the creators. Based on

 these inspections a lawsuit was filed against a large

 manufacturing facility, enforcement was increased

as far as the remaining manufacturers, and produc-

 ers were contacted with a demand to pay royalties.

 5. New media: an increase of 23.6% in income in
 2010 compared to 2009. Negotiations were held and
license agreements were signed with 23 new cus-

 tomers for various types of Internet uses. The main
 reason for the significant increase in the number of
 licenses that were issued is a simpler, more accessible
 license model that was developed and implemented
 in 2010. Additionally, a new agreement was signed
 with a cellular company to settle all third generation
 uses, and a service agreement was implemented for
 the first time to stationary telephones.

Arbitration against Cable TV
In 2002 ACUM began negotiating with the HOT ca-

 ble company to change the royalty model from a
 lump sum to a model based on HOT's income. In July
 2006, after the arbitration process's failure, ACUM
 filed an application to appoint an arbitrator at the Tel
 Aviv court. The parties began the arbitration, and on
the 18th of July, 2010 the Honorable Judge Arbitra-

 tor Dr. Eliyahu Vinograd ruled in ACUM's favor and
established that HOT is now obligated to pay royal-

 ties according to the model presented by ACUM and
 also do so retroactively since 2003. In November
  HOT filed an appeal.
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In 2010 more Israeli Authors were discovered by the international music industry and more of them partici-

 pated in international music and film festivals. The Internet made the information about these competitions

 more accessible and exposing the music to international markets simpler. The significant increase in royalties

 from overseas is mainly from music for films and TV series sold to overseas customers by Israeli creators.

Representing Authors and Participating in International Conventions

ACUM must work according to international standards, and for this purpose constant communication is main-

 tained with sister societies. In 2010 ACUM's CEO Yorik Ben David attended the CISAC conference. The head of

 the IT department Mr. Rami Madmon attended the CIS convention.

 Israeli Authors
Abroad

 above (from right to left) Orphaned Land (photo by Oren Ziv),

 Achinoam Nini (photo by Ronen Akerman), Idan Reichel's

 Project
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24%

45%

28%

3%

 Royalty Payments
to Right Holders

      Sister societies 24% |   Publishers of foreign repertoire 28% 

   Demestic authors 45%  |    Publishers for domestic works 3%

     Entertainment 34% |   Hotels and restaurants 18%  | 

     Government and municipal 8%  |    Sports centers 5%

  Businesses and shops 9% |    Film 4% |    Concerts 22%

 Income from Public
Performances

34%

18%8%
5%

9%

4%

22%

Income by sources

     public performaces 22% |    reprint 1%  |   broadcast 50%

    new media  12% |   mechanical 5% |   sync 4%

    overseas  royalties 3% |   private copies 2%
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תרגום הפאי:

Income by Sources

public performaces - ביצוע פומבי

reprint – העתקה

NEW MEDIA - מדיה חדשה

records  – מכני

SYNC  – 'סינכ

overseas royalties – תמלוגי חו"ל

BROADCAST -רשות השידור – טלויזיה -  לחבר ביחד ל

private copies  – תמלוגי קלטות ריקות

22%

2%

4%

50%

12%
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3% 3%





20102009

115,578101,300 Income – royalties

from Israel

2,7153,106 Income – royalties

from overseas

431* 1,788 Income –  private

copying levy

118,724106,194Total income

20102009

26,01724,859 Income – royalties

from Israel

20102009

8,80417,449 Increase in value of

 investments

20102009

177,137168,498Current assets

3,3863,313Investments

14,21015,197Fixed assets

76835Other assets

195,501187,043Total assets

154,228150,533Current liabilities

2,4162,334Longterm liabilities

38,85734,176assets

195,501187,043Total liabilities

* this sum includes royalties from previous years

Financial Review

 Summary of 2010
Balance Sheet
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20102009

17,36015,431 Wages and related
 expenses

2,9483,178 Operating
 expenses

2,4702,718Services and pro-
 fessional counseling

2,0942,160 Maintenance and
taxes

1,1461,356Depreciation

)1(16 Other (income)
expenses

26,01724,859SUM

2009

2010
8,804

17,449

20102009Royalty source

52.40%62,23852.30%55,532Broadcasting rights

22.40%26,64223.30%24,691Performance rights

4.10%4,9212.10%2,193SYNC

5%5,8985.65,970Records

9.10%10,8197.70%8,163Mechanical rights

12.50%14,88811.30%12,307 New media and
Internet

0.80%9920.80%878Copying and
 reprography

13.40%15,88012.20%12,914 Copying rights and
new media

2.3%2,7152.9%3,106 Royalties from
overseas

0.40%4311.70%1,788

100.00%118,724100.00%106,194 Total income from
royalties

 Royalty Sources
2010

Royalties in thousand NIS

  Operating Expenses

 Wages and related expenses
 Operating expenses

 Services and professional
 counseling

Maintenance and taxes
 Depreciation

 Increased Value of
 Investments
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 Royalties yet to be
 distributed at the

End of 2010

20102009

118,923122,734 Royalties yet to be distributed for
beginning of year

In addition:

111,30293,719 Income from royalties for state-
ment year

3,26410,060 Transfers from work advancement
 fund, linkage differences fund,
 and private copying levy

254458 Excess depreciation on acquiring
fixed and other assets

114,820104,237

Minus

89,16987,242Distribution to members

23,60920,806Allowance for expenses

120,965108,048

112,778108,048Total

120,965118,923 royalties yet to be distributed for
 end of year

  Composition of Identified
income

118,724106,194 Income received in cash this year

1421,788 After deducting amounts limited
by non profit organization's in-

 stitutions – royalties from Private
copying Levies

118,582104,406 income received in cash this
 year

28,46339,013 Out of which, income recognized
 last year
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 Royalty
Distribution 2010

 Change in %
since 2009

 Royalties
 from
overseas

 Change in %
since 2009

 Royalties to
 overseas
societies

 sister

societies

8.70%103,3091.15%5,21 5,107ASCAP

21.49%-50,4366.15%-4,544,020PRS

36.18%-86,1226.14%-4,209,148BMI

125.90%555,80086,1221,841,674SACEM

51.83%-278,19610.09%-1,047,381GEMA

56.27%168,99738.88%-740,708SDRM

5,688-3.60%639,360SOCAN

256.35%383,2016.30%495,123SIAE

82.68%-104,6494.25%483,430SGAE

2.30%-36,10034.07%-435,015AEPI

38.28%-2,09266.83%351,483SADAIC

53.65%-33,33836.49%-322,221APRA

9.47%-284,556SESAC

67.12%42,8957.94%-252,321RAO

28.16%-26,07121.81%190,268STIM

57.14%140,0345.01%182,971SUISA

32.80%-25,27221.51%169,890SABAM

19.42%-162,715MCPS

10.22%17,1963.58%160,397AKM

2.04%-74,4309.37%141,063BUMA

382.87%278,56272.77%-127,025JSRAC

84.32%99,965UCMR-ADA

36.17%1,40171.98%-80,681SACM

82.02%-5,7642.84%-63,222NCB

61,291IPRS

20.62%-13,56210.81%-47,744HARRY FOX

4,80613.99%-41,640IMRO

53.05%-59,45316.56%-38,014KODA

32.63%-28,22257.85%-37,137STEMRA

61.35%-2,1578.85%34,866SPA

55.77%40,8157.29%-32,844TEOSTO

23.39%-12,7285.05%25,393TONO

19.88%-10,11122.61%24,203OSA

87.30%-30,24622.99%-24,041UBC

20.19%-104,38740.94%-204,627OTHERS

12.59%-2,714,6634.72%-22,784,635SUM
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